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Jean-Daniel Lafond's

Les Traces
du rive
he screen is white with snow. Soon
a heavy figure emerges from the
white space. The camera zooms in
on a man who fills the frame . The man
is one of Quebec's leading filmmakers,
Pierre Perrault, who this time does not
hold a camera. Perrault plods through
the woods imposing himself as the master. It is not by mere chance that the director, Jean-Daniel Lafond, lets us hear
his subject; voice first. Perrault's poetic
narration invites us to share his dream
of giving back Quebec's tradition to real
people in real places. It is a dream
which Les Traces du reve captures.
In the style of Perrault, who gives the
Quebecois people the opportunity to
speak out, Lafond traces Perrault's persona through the years. The spoken
word dominates the images in Les
Traces du reve as in Perrault's own
work. Jean- Daniel Lafond translates his
own idea of what Pierre Perrault is all
about - the filmmaker , the poet, the
nationalist. Perrault is filmed with critics, philosophers, writers, poets, musicians, actors and friends. Lafond provokes reactions in Perrault, reactions
which contribute to the tracing of his
own portrait.
Twenty years separate Pour la suite
du monde (1963) from La Bete
lumineuse (1983). Throughout his
work, the theme of men (not women')
in co mmunion w ith nature remains
constant. Le s Traces du reve celebrates Perrault'S ideas. Lafo nd prese nts
the filmmaker in tune wi th the e nviro nment, whether it be the woods o r the
Saint- Lawre nce River.
The director takes pleasure in con trasting the hunter's bonds with nature
to the jungle of sun-bleached Cannes
where La Bete lumineuse (1983 ) is
premiered. Neon signs flash the names
of Lefebvre, Godard, and Carle o ne after
the other. Perrault's name is not in
lights. Perrault explains that he has no thing to do with Cannes CJe sais que
fai rien a voir la... ") where the audience dwindles from an attendance of
2,000 to 500 people as La Bete
lumineuse unfolds. The pretentio us
talk of the French radio commentator
underlines the hypocrisy of the whole
ratrace of Cannes.
Lafond moves Perrault back and forth
from the social uproar of Cannes to his
cabin back home with his friends.
Through the clips of PQur la suite du
monde and La Bete lumineuse, he
gives Perrault back his vital space. Conscious of the importance of words in
Perrault's films, the director chooses to
show some of the subtitled clips from
La Bete lumineuse's original version.
Lafond describes how Perrault does
not translate the Quebecois language
into international French, but writes
down the exact words spoken by the
men. The subtitles heighten the linguistic differences between France and
Quebec..
In Les Traces du reve, Lafond films
Stephane-A1bert and Maurice - the
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crossbows of La Bete lumineuse - to- sion together with Perrault's living docgether with their former director and uments
voice
the
fundamental
friend . Lafond hunts the hunter, filming similarities and differences between
Perrault as his main character. Yet, true Quebec and sacrosanct France. Lafond's
to his nature as organizer, Perrault still clips of Le Regne du jour, C'etait un
remains in control. les Traces du reve Quebecois en Bretagne, Madame,
revolves around the path which Per- and Un Pays sans bon sens show
rault decides to follow. Inside the cabin France as the everlasting myth of an all
Sitting at the end of the table sur- powerful and rich mere patrie. Perrounded by his friends, the filmmaker rault's characters, Alexis and Marie
philosophizes on success and failure . In Tremblay, are more than images glued
contrast with Cannes, where the artist in a family album ; they speak ofthe conadopts an intellectual discourse, Per- tradiction inherent in Quebecois culrault talks simply with his friends , no ture.
longer needing to justify himself.
Les Traces du reve is one of the rare
Having worked extenSively in radio, filmic biographies produced about one
Jean- Daniel Lafond, a philosopher him- of the major ftlmmakers of the National
self, is naturally drawn, like Perrault, to Film Board. Is Les Traces du reve an
human speech. Futhermore, Lafond's attempt to immortalize an important
cinematic technique goes to the extent artist or is it aimed at reviving a
of adopting Perrault's own visual style (dying?)
consciousness
national
of cinema direct.
amongst Quebecois in the Bourassa era?
From Cannes to the woods, we are - This is difficult to say.
then taken on a ferryboat to l'Ile-auxIt would have been easy for Lafond to
Coudres. The philosophic Michel Ser- ,be content with a static heroic tableau
res, and the poetic Michel Garneau are of Pierre Perrault hunting images. What
also part of the voyage. Lafond discov- makes Les Traces du reve interesting
ers the past in Perrault'S films, and com- is that we watch Perrault evolve from
pares it to the present of l'Ile-aux- beginning to end. Perhaps Lafond was
Coudres. Focusing on Pierre Perrault's aware that from the idealized opening
trilogy where I'lle-aux-Coudres is the portrait, Perrault increasingly becomes
theater, Lafond avoids Perrault's more a vulnerable human being. Pierre Percontroversial ftlms set in the '70s: rault is led to participate in his own
L'Acadie, L'Acadie, (1971 - with analysis, questioning himself and his
Michel Brault). Un Royaume vous at- work. The conclusion is nostalgic, and
tend (1975), and Le Gout de la farine has the feel of a despairing testament.
In the last scene of the film , Perrault
(1977) . Jumping back and forth between two decades, Lafond uses describes his admiration for human
Leopold Tremblay (one of the men por- speech and his amazement at men's intrayed in Perrault's trilogy) as a link be- difference to it. Les Traces du reve is
a challenge to that indifference.
tween the '60s and the present.
Things haven't changed profoundly
Marika Csano •
on the island which is still haunted by
the Lenten masquerades when the snow
LES TRACES DU REvE d_ Jean-Daniel
melts away.
Lafond p. Jacques Vallee. e. Babalou Hamelin d.o.p.
Lafond reveals an increasingly clearer Martin Leclerc sd. concept. Jean-Daniel Lafond.
portrait of Pierre Perrault, c utting back Babalou Hamelin sd. mix Michel Motard electro. ac.
and fo rth from the men's co nversation camp. Francis Dhomm elect. co-ocd. Edouard
Davidovic i cam . M ichel Naud in Canne s. Fran<;ois
w ith Leopold Tremblay to Perrault's Beauchemin on the riyer cam. asst. Carol .larry.
earlier films : Les Voitures d'eau Michel Motard lights Denis Baril sd. Yves Gendron,
(1969 ), Le Regne du jour (1 969), Claude Beaugrand a Cannes mix Hans Peter Strobl sd.
mix Michel Motard creditsltltles Louise Overy arC'etait un QuebeCOiS en Bretagne, chives SocIete Radio-Canada narr. Jean-Daniel
Madame, (1977), and Un Pays sans Lafond admin. Jacqueline Rivest, Gaetan Martel. Film
bon sens (1969 ). Perrault's majo r film , made thanks to the collaboration of Pierre Perrault.
Boulais. Maurice ChaiUot, Leopold
Pour la suite du monde, appears con- Stephan·AJbert
Tremblay. The film was made with the participation of
stantly at different intervals in the film.
Louis Marcorelles. Janine Baron. Patrick Sabatier.
The ftlmmaker's caree r is rooted in his Serge Gainsbourg. Extracts fom the following
love for people like Grand Lo uis, Alexis Pierre Perrault films: "Pour la suite du monde. Le
regne du jour. Lts Boitures d·eau. Un pays sans bon
and Marie Tremblay. Perrault w ants to sens, Cetait un Quebecois en Bretagne. Madamel , La
make his films live vehicles for the Bete lumineuse. song "La chanson de Marie" sung by
Monique Miville· Deschenes and Jacques Douai. SpeQuebecois, teaching them abo ut themcial thanks to Yolande et Mathieu Perrault, Helene et
selves and giving them the will to pre- Jacques Pelletier-Baillargeon, Michele Levieux, Pierre
serve their heritage without reco n - Le Moine. F·J Temple. Pierre Pitiot. Henri Talvat.
Cinema Le Club a Montpellier. French consulate in
structing it as a folkloriC commodity.
Montreal. Minister of Exterior Affairs. p_c_ Produced
Lafond follows in Pe rrault's footsteps , and distributed by the National Film Board. color
hinting at Quebec's nationalist move16mm. 3/4" U·matic video. 1/2" YHS and Beta. runment. Michel Serres' vivid o ral expres- ning time 9 5 minutes 22 sec.
• Pierre Perrault chasing traces of a dream
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Andre Melanc;on's

Bach et
Bottine
ndre Melan~on's Bach et Bottine
starts with a dream. On the soundtrack we hear the voice of a little
girl who tells us that her name is Fanny
and that she has lost her parents but
that she is less sad at night_ On the
screen we get a long-shot of a wide field
of snow populated only by the small figure of a little girl dressed in red_Out of
the distance, a man and a woman on
horseback appear dressed all in white.
Magically one of the horses turns into a
piano which the woman plays as the
man dances with the little girl. A silent
fairy tale world is created but the magic
is abruptly broken by a close-up of the
young girl in bed as she wakes up from
her dream.
Through her conversation with her
grandmother, we lear(l that the child's
parents are dead and that now that the
grandmother is sick, Fanny will have to
go and live with jean-Claude, who is
vaguely referred to as her "uncle." Thus,
in the first 10 minutes, the basic situation of the film is set up - an orphan
child in search of a home and the possibility of a "family". The next scene
shows us Jean-Claude at an office party
where children and their antics seem to
predominate. But Jean-Claude, a typical
aging bachelor, is unable to relate to
tl1em and is only concerned with his
music and being able to devote himself
to it during the coming year.
What is a c hildren's film? How w ould
o ne defin e it and what is its purpose?
The obvious examples are the Walt Disney films w hich have dominated our
screens. But children's films are made
all over . the world and, in the socialist
countries, special attention is paid to
their production and distribution_ Like
any form of entertainment, they can
also have educational value, aiding child ren in their psychological development and helping them to cope with
tl1e world. Bruno Bettelheim, the renowned American psychologist, assigned this role to children's fairy tales.
Films are also a mass medium and, as
such, are vehicles for the values and
ideologies particular to their culture.
Unfortunately, in Quebec and Canada,
there has not been much support for
children's films. Except for Rock Demers' Tales For All series, for which
Bach et Bottine is the third of seven
projected films (the previous two are
Melan~on's La Guerre des tuques and
Michael Rubbo's The Peanut Butter
Solution),much of the work in this
area has been done specifically for television.
It seems to me that one of the crucial
ingredients of a children's film is seeing
the world from a child's point-of-viewchildren make little distinction between the real world and the world of
the imagination. This is immediately
evident in Bach et Bottine. Fanny is
quickly defined by her interactions with
her grandmother and her envirorunent.
In some ways she resembles the
heroine of the Swedish books and films,
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• Mahee Paiement is Fanny and Harry Marciano is Charles in Andre Melant;;on's Bach et Bottine

Pippi Longstockings: she is unconventional, straightforward, independent
and has numerous odd animals as pets,
in particular the Bonine of the title who
is a skunk. As befits this age of feminism
and the concern with the image of
woman projected by the mass media,
this depiction is not unexpected (even
Hollywood can give us Sigourney
Weaver as a macho heroine in Aliens)
but it is welcome.
Pippi was a pirate's daughter and her
world was one of adventure and fantasy
where anything and everything was
possible. Fanny, however, is thrown
from the idyllic, almost 19th century
setting of her grandmother's house in
the country into the contemporary reality of a city environment: a place where
the Quebecois traditionally, in books
and films, come to grips with the problems of a modern industrial society. For
the child this is often a world of broken
homes. One where, as in Suzanna
Guay's Les Enfants aux: petites valises, the short which preceded the film,
children are trundled from one parent's
house to another carrying their most
precious possessions in a suitcase just as
F,lOnv carries Bottine.
One of the virtues of the film is its
specific social and physical context.
This is especially important for the children of Quebec, since seeing one's reality on the screen does confirm and validate it. Most of the film is set in an older
section of Quebec city, a typical
QuebecoiS neighbourhood made up of
flats with steep staircases going down to
snow-filled streets. But the action takes
place mostly within jean-Claude's flat
which Fanny gradually takes over as she
brings in her animals and her Corey
Hart poster.
The interaction between the world of
the adult and that of the child is at the
core of the film and provides its most
comic and touching moments. There
are some wonderfully humorous scenes
such as the one where Fanny and her
friends blow bubbles over JeanClaude's head as he reclines on his
couch transported into the music he is
listening to. And part of the appeal of
the film lies in its use of music, the
classical music of Jean-Claude's world
32/Cinema Canada
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and the rock music of Fanny's world. Of
course for the children the proliferation
of animals which she manages to acquire and the antics of her pet skunk are
a delight in themselves. But it is in the
working out of the problematic childadult relationship that the film is probably most worthy of praise. The frictions,
frustrations and joys of such a relationship ring true in the film. And this is
helped considerably by the completely
natural and spontaneous expression of
feeling in Fanny and the other child actors.
Yet, in spite of all this, I left the theatre feeling somewhat let down. I asked
my five-year-old nephew, who I had
taken with me, if he had liked the film.
He answered, "yes." "Did you think it
was funny?" "No!" "Did you think it was
sad?" "No, it was silly." I gathered from
this conversation that it is not the type
of film a five-year-old boy can identify
with. There is a sentimentality, a focus
on the emotions which I doubt would
appeal to that age group, especially on
such a realistic level.
The mixture of comedy and pathos is
a very familiar style, one which we constantly see on television and indeed, the
film is sponsored by Radio-Canada and
First Choice Television. The focus on
the home as the space where family
conflicts can be dramatized, the emphasis on close-ups and on the emotions and interactions of the family
members are all features of the family
situation comedies made popular by
American TV. This format goes back to
the '50s with the popularity of Life
with Father and has been updated in
the '80s to include black families and
Single-parent families.
The film can easily be placed within
this genre. And it shares the problems
inherent in it. The happy ending, the
reunification of the family around
Fanny, even if it is with a different set of
parents, is too easy a solution. It is of
course this sense of completeness, of
the happy ending, which makes the
genre popular. The fantasy and Wish-fulfillment of the film is evident at the outset when a dream brings the dead parents back to the child. It is a dream
which many children from broken

homes must share. But one wonders
how healthy it is for them to be encouraged in believing that this dream can
come true.

Mary Alemany-Galway •
BACH ET BOTTINE

p. Rock Ikmers d.
Andre Melan<;on orlg. idea Bernadette Renaud sc.
consult Marcel Sabourin .'!C. Bernadette Renaud.
Andre Melan<;on line p . Ann Burke artistic d. Yiolette
Daneau d.o.p. Guy Dufaux orlg. music Pierick
Houdy theme song Michel Rivard interpreted by
Fabienne Thibault, Michel Rivard 1st a.d. Mireille
Goulet cast. d. for children Danyele Patenaude
cont. Johanne Pregent loco man. Estelle Lemieux
prod. <Hr_Josette Perona cost. des. Huguette Gagne
gaffer Daniel Chretien sci. Serge Beauchemin key
grip Yvon Boudrias prod. co-ord. Marie Beaulieu·
a.d. Pierre Plante set. dec. Jean Kazeroirchuk assist.
dec. Claude Jacques props Claude Jacques set co-ord
Lise Pharand animal trainer Len Brook 1st. assist.
cam. Nathalie Moliavko-Yisotsky 2nd assist. cam.
Sylvaine Dufaux boom Thierry Hoffman wardldresser Murielle Blouin dec. Marc Charlebois, Mana! Hassib grip Jean'Pierre Lamarche chief make-up Daine
Simard art dept. trainee Andreanne Melan<;on prod.
acc. Bernard Lamy prod. assist. Bruno Bazin, Jean·
Pierre Fauteux. Frederic Lefebvre, Marc Beaulieu resource person Lennard Wells stills photog. Jean
Demers pub. Bernard Yoyer, David Novek et associes.
pub. relations Kevin Tierney. David Novek and associates. l.p. Mabee Paiement, Raymond Legault,
Harry Marciano. Andree Pelletier, France Arbour. Jac·
queline Barrene, Regent Gauvin, Jack Robitaille.
Marie-France Carrier. Diane Jules. Jacques Fauteux.
Stephanie St·Pierre, Djosef Laroche. Marie Michaud.
Pierrette Robitaille. Marcel Leboeuf, Pierick Houdy,
Murielle Dutil, Patrick St·Pierre, Doris Blanchet·Yas!folI. Denis Bernard, Louis-George Girard. color
35mm running time: 96 min.

Paul Jay's

The Birth
of Language
his 55-minute documentary is one
of the more curious works I have
encountered. In trying to understand and articulate just why I did not
like it, I am confronted first with the
fact of my own anticipations in advance
of the screening. Having a few years ago
been very favorably impressed with
another documentary by filmmaker
Paul Jay called Here's to the Cowboy,
I know that I broUght certain expectations to this latest work: expectations
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that it would encocporate many of the
qualities I admired in the earlier .tUm _
engaging involvement with the way of
life being explored, a very down-toearth and unpretentious tone, risky and
exciting camerawork and editing, a kind
of nicely gritty', honest style of filmmaking that seemed full of energy and quite
refreshing. This style was perfectly
suited to the cowboy way of life being
celebrated in the earlier work, and
perhaps it is unfair to have anticipated
that such qualities would carry over
into a different subject for a film. And
yet, The Birth of Language is so unlike the earlier work in tone and style
that the difference deserves to be addressed.
The film is ostensibly an exploratiion
of the origins of human language. This
in itself may be the decisive clue. In
contrast to the local, down-to-earth
subject of the earlier film - rodeo circuits and the cowboy ethos of Western
Canada - PaulJay has here chosen a 'big
topic', an international topic with
academic overtones and kudos seemingly beyond the apparent 'provincialism' of the earlier film. But the
switch from local phenomenon to international idea, from exploration of a way
of life to exploration of a concept, has
somehow scuttled the very qualities
that made the earlier work so promising
and delightful. One could even say that
whereas Here's to the Cowboy was
unique precisely because of its localism
and down-to-earth energies, The Birth
of Language is lacking in distinction
because it pretends to a kind of internationalism, the 'great theme' approach
to documentary so familiar in series like
The Ascent of Man. This is not to
suggest that a 1i1mrnaker'swOt'k may not
span a wide spectrum to include both
local phenomena . and international
ideas. The point here is that the switch
in this filmmaker's focus has not served
him well.
The Birth of Language is a somewhat lifeless, unenergetic film, often
pretentious in tone, humourless, but aspiring to more than it delivers. Unfortunately, the film says very little of interest or beyond the obvious, at the
same time that it seems imbued with
high purpose and nobility of theme.
The Birth of Language marshalls an
impressive battery of anthropologists as
interviewees, but manages to be
simplistic rather than insightful, plodding and 'academic' in the worst sense
of the word rather than challenging or
truly informative.
We learn, essentially, that human language is different from animal communication, that humans speak many
different languages and learn them from
infancy, that apes, try as they might
under human experiment and tutelage,
simply cannot master human speech,
that the development of spoken language must have coincided with the development of conceptual thinking. AU
this is delivered with a kind of wonder,
turning the film into a simplistiC homage to the fact that this 'momentous
turning pOint' in human development
occurted at all. Even this awe would be
acceptable in all its simplistic delivery
were it not accompanied by a strange
subtext running beneath its overt content.
Throughout the film, the voice· over
narration is oddly insistent on the point
that human language be seen as a "ra-

